
How is queerness central to the creation, reception, and engagement with video games designed with 
different audiences in mind? How can video games push us to think more queerly about ourselves, 
other people, the world we live in, and the media we consume? This writing seminar explores the 

ideological tensions, issues, and concerns present in video games with LGBTQ+ themes and 
characters, and even more so, the value of  approaching video games from a queer 

perspective even when they are void of  overt LGBTQ+ content. Drawing from discourse 
in queer studies, gender studies, media studies, and game design, students will consider 
the value of  using queer perspectives to rethink the practices of  crafting, playing with, 
researching, and writing about video games. By developing assignments such as close 
reading, theoretical application, and critical review essays, students will hone their 

academic writing skills while also learning how to engage in broader conversations about 
queerness, video game studies, and popular culture.

If  you need or prefer a version of  this syllabus with no images, tables, or complex 
formatting for purposes of  accessibility, I have one readily available. Contact me via email at 
amatos@bowdoin.edu to request this simplified version.

Queering Video Games

In this course, you will: 
 Develop an understanding of  the conventions of  academic and 

informal writing through the study of  video games. 
 Partake in critical conversations about queerness and video 
games in order to mobilize creative, thoughtful, and innovative 
written arguments that are supported by carefully selected textual 

and visual evidence. 
 Understand how queer approaches can push you to 

(re)contextualize your understanding of  video games, gaming 
culture, and the politics of  LGBTQ+ representation. 
 Determine the possibilities and limitations of  queer content in 

video games crafted for different audiences, paying particular 
attention to how games appeal to a player’s emotions, logic, ethics, 
desires, and worldview. 
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Dr. Matos’s Headquarters: Ham House, 215 | Email: amatos@bowdoin.edu | Office Phone: (207) 721-5076 

You will have the option to meet with me for office hours either in person (following social distancing protocols) 
or virtually (via Zoom). Use the “Office Hours” link available on our course’s Blackboard course to book a 30-
minute appointment with me. I will hold office hours on Tuesdays from 1:00-3:00 PM and Wednesdays 
from 3:00-4:00 PM.  

Important: Email correspondence should be used solely for short yes/no responses or personal emergencies. 
For matters that are more substantial and/or require sustained discussion and inquiry, please book an office hour 
appointment. Note that I only check my email during weekdays, and any email sent after 5:00 PM will be 
addressed the next available weekday. 




Disclaimer on Course Content 
This course focuses on matters of  queerness, including its intersections with other axes of  power and oppression such 
as gender, race, sexuality, class, and ability. We will examine various forms of  cultural, social, political, and 
representative oppression and marginalization that have shaped the lives of  many people and gamers—including 
people who are in this seminar with you. Even more so, there is a high likelihood that engagement with the video 
games in this course will introduce you to emotionally, logically, and ethically complex ideas, conversations, and 
ideologies. The topics, issues, and video games that we will explore in this course focus on experiences and imagery 
that might be disturbing or difficult to some people, including but not limited to death, sexism, homophobia, 
transphobia, racism, violence, gore, sexual assault, and other unacceptable forms of  social injustice and exploitation. 
We will critically address these issues in class while actively thinking through the forms of  oppression and exploitation 
that surface in our readings, discussions, and play throughs. If  you think you will be unable to participate in class 
discussions or engage comfortably with the course material, you should seriously reconsider enrolling in this seminar. 
Remember: your emotional well-being always comes first!

Instruction Manual and Walkthrough 

Office Hours and Contact Information 

Silverman, Jonathan and Dean Rader. The World 
is a Text: Writing About Visual and Popular Culture. 
Broadview Press, 2018.  
______________________________________ 

You are welcome to purchase or rent this textbook 
in your preferred format (paperback, ebook, etc.). 
Please make sure to read designated chapters and 
sections prior to our class meetings and 
workshops! Check the course calendar for details.

Hey, there, you, how’s it going?! Look, you have to 
know that other articles, book chapters, media, 
and essays will be assigned throughout the 
semester—these will be made available to you on 
Blackboard. How’s that for advice?! Cheers! 

mailto:amatos@bowdoin.edu


 
This semester, we will play the following games in order to explore the relationship between queerness 
and video game design, engagement, interpretation, and reception. 

 

 

 

 

You will have various options when it comes to engaging with the video games assigned for this seminar: 

Independently purchase and play the games on your preferred gaming platform (recommended). 
Play games together with your classmates, or take turns watching each other play! Games can be an amazing 
social and bonding experiences. Plus, you will be able to see other ways of  playing and engaging with the 

video games selected for this course. 
Play the games on the course’s Nintendo Switch console. A Nintendo Switch console and all of  the 

course video games will be available to borrow during certain days and times of  the week. More 
details on this will be discussed during the first week of  class. 

 
 

Course Video Games 

Gone Home (2013), Fullbright Games. Nintendo Switch, Mac/PC, PS4, Xbox, or Apple 
Store. Click here to purchase a copy of  Gone Home.  

Undertale (2015), Toby Fox. Nintendo Switch, Steam, GOG, PS4, or PS Vita. Click here to 
purchase a copy or demo of  Undertale. 

Night in the Woods (2017), Infinite Fall. Nintendo Switch, Mac/PC, PS4, Xbox, or IOS. 
Click here for more information on this game.  

Dream Daddy (2017), Game Grumps. Nintendo Switch, Steam, PS4, or Apple Store. Click 
here to purchase a copy of  Dream Daddy. 

Hades (2020), Supergiant Games. I will provide copies of  this game (via Steam key code) to all 
students enrolled in this first-year seminar. If  you already own a copy of  this game, please make 
sure to let me know as soon as possible. 

IF YOU’RE HAVING TROUBLE ACCESSING OR PLAYING ONE OF THE COURSE VIDEO 
GAMES, REMEMBER THAT YOU CAN ALSO WATCH WALKTHROUGHS AND “LET’S PLAY” 
VIDEOS ON YOUTUBE. HOWEVER, PLAYING THE GAME IS THE BEST WAY TO LEARN 

ABOUT IT AND DISCUSS IT WITH OTHERS.

https://undertale.com
https://undertale.com
https://www.gamegrumps.com/dreamdaddy/
https://www.gamegrumps.com/dreamdaddy/
https://gonehome.com
http://www.nightinthewoods.com/


My version of  this first-year writing seminar uses a nontraditional form of  “grading” and assessment that 
centers (self)reflection, qualitative (nonnumerical) feedback, and approaching learning as an ongoing and 
enduring process. This form of  assessment, a version of  contract grading, eliminates the use of  point-based 
scores or letter-based grades, focusing more attention on process and ongoing learning rather than the final product 
that you turn in. No letter grades, points, scores or percentages will be given to any of  the essays, 
projects, or tasks assigned for this course. You will, however, receive feedback for your assignments and 
a final letter grade that is contingent on how you meet course expectations. I will also push you to honestly 
explore your growth as a thinker and writer in this course.  This system will allow you to focus more on the 
course content and methods and less time worrying about grades. Here is a breakdown of  how I will determine 
the final grade that you will receive for this course at the end of  the semester: 

If  you meet all of  the following expectations, you will pass the course and receive a final grade of  B: 

You must complete and turn in the four (4) major projects that I will assign this semester on their established 
due dates. All of  your work must demonstrate that you seriously and earnestly completed the assignment and 
met its expectations. You revise and resubmit essays that don't meet the expectations or criteria listed in the 
assignment’s guidelines (I will indicate if  you need to do this).  
At the end of  the semester, you turn in a portfolio that contains: a heavily revised and polished version of  
your most exemplary project developed in this class and a cover letter in which you self  evaluate your 
progress and overall performance in this course.  
You must attend class regularly. You can miss up to four (4) to five (5) class meetings, no questions asked, no 
excuses necessary. 

If  you do not meet all of  the expectations listed above, you will not pass this course or you will receive a final 
grade lower than a B. A grade of  A will be give to students who meet all of  the base expectations for a B, 
demonstrate additional interest in the course material, and go beyond the base expectations for this course. Here 
is what I expect of  students who desire an A: 

You are creative, innovative, daring, and/or ambitious when developing written assignments for this course. 
You push people to think of  the course content in an original, innovative, or ambitious way.  
You contribute thoughtfully to class discussions and group work. You connect your ideas to those that others 
raise, you ask insightful and relevant questions, and you help to foster a collaborative learning community in 
and out of  the classroom.  
You demonstrate a passion or interest in the course subject matter, and/or put serious effort in attempting to 
understand why the course content is useful, important, or relevant (either to you or others).  
Your writing, projects, and class discourse show that you can critically examine, understand, explain, and  
deconstruct challenging, complex, and ideologically-layered ideas, issues, and approaches.  
You attend class frequently and have missed no more than three (3) class meetings. No excuses or 
explanations needed for these absences.  

 
If  you complete at least three (3) of  the major course assignments, submit a cover letter where 
you self-evaluate your class performance, and miss no more than six (6) classes, you will receive 
a final grade of  C. If  you do not meet all of  the criteria for a C, you will not pass this seminar 
and you will receive a final grade of  F. 

HOW TO PLAY: Course Mechanics and Achievements 

FORGET ABOUT THE STRESS AND ANXIETY ASSOCIATED WITH ASSIGNMENT GRADES AND 
SCORES. FOCUS ON FINDING JOY, VALUE, AND COMPLEXITY IN THE IDEAS AND APPROACHES WE 
WILL EXPLORE. PURPOSEFULLY AND  EARNESTLY USE THE COURSE CONTENT, ASSIGNMENTS, 
AND DISCUSSIONS TO BECOME A MORE CRITICAL AND MINDFUL THINKER/COMMUNICATOR.  
YOU’LL BE BETTER THAN SPAGHETTI… AND I HEAR EVERYONE LOVES SPAGHETTI!!!



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Assignments, Tasks, and Projects 

You will develop an argumentative review that not only focuses on a video game’s cultural and 
ideological contexts, but that also offers a holistic review and judgment of  the video game that 
uses strong and compelling evidence to support your perspectives. Your take on the video game 
can be positive, negative, or mixed, but it should always strive for equanimity: you should 
consider a video game’s issues while also considering its strengths, merits, and publication 
context. You will be expected to engage with and respond to reviews that other critics and 
players have published—especially reviews that pressure your own viewpoints.

You will develop an argumentative analysis where you examine significant elements or patterns 
that highlight new or fresh ways of  understanding a video game’s content, structure, meaning or 
significance. More specifically, you will examine how a specific aspect of  your selected video 
game mobilizes and/or represents one of  its central issues or themes, why it is important, and 
how it mobilizes ideas that may not be obvious when superficially engaging with a video game. 

You will apply one major piece of  critical theory (drawn from queer theory and video game 
studies) toward the analysis of  one of  the course video games. In this essay, you will explore how 
the video game meshes with or complicates the ideas present in the theoretical piece, and even 
more so, you will identify how the video game illuminates the theory and vice-versa. This 
assignment will push you to think carefully about the use and implementation of  textual 
evidence and how to engage with a broader, more abstract scholarly conversation. 

You will use the program known as Twine to create a short text-based video game using the 
knowledge you’ve acquired throughout the semester. Do not worry if  you don’t have experience 
with this—I will offer workshops on how to use Twine in class! In addition to creating a video 
game in the genre of  your choice, you will craft a short descriptive essay in which you outline 
your experience crafting the video game, discuss the stakes and purposes of  your project, and 
explore the major ideas and academic sources that influenced the game’s development. 

The portfolio is perhaps the most important assignment that you will submit in this class. You 
will select one of  the essays crafted for this class that best represents your skills and knowledge as 
a thinker and writer. You will heavily polish and revise this essay using not only the feedback 
that I provided for you but also the skills that you’ve acquired throughout the semester. This 
revised essay should be accompanied by two other documents: a) a short letter that discloses the 
revisions that you made to your essay and why you made them; and b) a detailed letter in which 
you self-evaluate your performance in this writing seminar. 

Critical Review 
Essay 

Close “Reading” 
Essay 

Theoretical 
Application Essay 

Video Game 
Design Project 

Portfolio 

Pro tip: Learning in “Queering Video Games” will be driven by collaborative 
discussions, academic and personal writing, one-on-one feedback, and 
active reading, writing, research, and reflection. However, YOU are in 
charge of determining how much help and assistance you need from your 
professor and peers. If you’re having difficulties understanding any of the 
course readings, concepts, or approaches, please schedule an office hour 
meeting with your professor! He would be more than happy to offer you 
personalized lessons and tutorials that will help you to better understand 
and apply the course material. Be purposeful with your education in this 
course! Here is a list of the projects you must complete to pass this course:



Everyone in this class is coming in with a different range of  experiences, knowledges, levels of  expertise, backgrounds, 
beliefs, and ideologies. For instance, one of  your peers may be very experienced when it comes to academic writing 
whereas another one of  your peers might be more familiar with ideas and frameworks present in gender studies and video 
game studies. Some of  you might be deeply invested in video game play whereas some of  you are here to learn more 
about ideas that may be unfamiliar to you. Some of  you might have firsthand experience with different forms of  violence 
and oppression that we will encounter in the course content, whereas some of  you might come from more privileged 
backgrounds. Long story short: all of  us are different, none of  us approach things in the same way. 

Rather than using these differences as a way of  reinforcing divides, hierarchies, and judgements, use them as a means of  
collaborating with each other, learning from each other, and teaching each other. The following course policies will always 
be in effect throughout the semester: 

Always use discussions as an opportunity for “teachable moments.” When somebody says something incorrect or 
problematic, assume that they have good intentions and are coming from a place of  not knowing, but also take the time 
to intervene and explain your point of  view. Do not mock or belittle one of  your peers due to their apparent lack of  
knowledge, ability, or skill. Instead, use this as an opportunity to help your peer to grow intellectually and emotionally. 
In this course, you are critiquing ideas and practices, but you are not “attacking” or critiquing people. While this course 
will provide a space for opposing points of  view, make sure that you don’t belittle or shame an individual or group of  
people while sharing a different or opposing perspective. 
Our discussions and conversations (both in and out of  class) are confidential. People should feel safe to raise ideas, 
concerns, or questions that are conducive to their learning needs without feeling judged or ridiculed. 
Make sure to reflect on your privilege when engaging in class conversations. Are you taking up too much space in the 
conversation? Are you allowing people who are impacted by systemic oppression to express their insights and 
viewpoints? To what extent are your own perspectives coming from a place of  privilege? 
Last but not least, it’s okay not to know things! There will be times when I won’t have answers to your questions and 
inquiries. Learn to feel comfortable saying “I don’t know” or “I need more time to think about this.” 

 

———————————————————————————————————————————— 

Wednesday, September 1, 2021 
Class Introduction 

Optional Reading: Chapter 4 (How Do I Write a Text for College?) of  The World is a 
Text. Keep in mind that optional readings won’t be discussed in the classroom and are 
assigned solely for independent learning.  

This Course is a Brave Space 

Course Calendar 

Hello, my child! As a friendly reminder, humans generally make sure to come to class having completed all of the 
readings and tasks listed under the dates in this course calendar. Make sure to keep up with the readings and to 
complete all assignments on time. This course calendar is subject to change in order to address contingencies 
that arise throughout the semester or to assure that the course objectives are being met. Now, why don’t you 
grab a cup of tea and a nice slice of butterscotch cinnamon pie, and carefully go through this calendar? 



 
Monday, September 6, 2021 
Rhetoric and Video Games 

Read chapters 1 (Semiotics) and 2 (Texts, the World, You) of  The World is a Text.  
Read Ian Bogost’s “The Rhetoric of  Video Games” (Blackboard) 

Wednesday, September 8, 2021 
Queerness and Video Games 

Read the introduction to Bo Ruberg’s Video Games Have Always Been Queer (Blackboard) 
Read excerpts from Meg-John Barker’s and Julia Scheele’s Queer: A Graphic History 
(Blackboard) 

Monday, September 13, 2021 
Video Game Discussion: Gone Home (I) 

Make sure you have played at least 3 hours of  Gone Home before arriving to class. 
 
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 
Video Game Discussion: Gone Home (II) 

Replay Gone Home before arriving to class, paying attention to ideas raised in class. 
Read Dimitrios Pavlounis’s “Straitening Up the Archive: Queer Historiography, 
Queer Play, and the Archival Politics of  Gone Home.” (Blackboard) 

 
Monday, September 20, 2021 
Examining Visual Media 

Read chapter 17 (Visual Culture) from The World is a Text.  
Workshop: Close Reading a Video Game 

 
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 
Formulating Arguments About Video Games 

Read chapter 7 (Formulating Arguments) from The World is a Text.  
Read John Alberti’s “The Game of  Reading and Writing: How Video Games 
Reframe Our Understanding of  Literacy.” (Blackboard) 

 
Monday, September 27, 2021 
Video Game Discussion: Dream Daddy (I) 

Make sure to play at least 3 hours of  Dream Daddy before today’s class. 
Read Aja Romano’s “Dream Daddy, the game of  the summer, was an ode to evolving 
queer narratives.” (Blackboard) 

 
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 
Video Game Discussion: Dream Daddy (II) 

Make sure to replay Dream Daddy for today’s class, paying attention to ideas raised in 
class. Try to make different choices during this play though!  
Read Braidon Schaufert’s “Daddy’s Play: Subversion and Normativity in Dream 
Daddy’s Queer World.” (Blackboard) 
Peer Review: Bring a complete draft of  your close reading essay to today’s class. 



Friday, October 1, 2020 
Draft of  “Close Reading Essay” Due Today by Midnight.  
 
Monday, October 4, 2021 
Reviewing a Video Game 

Read the following video game reviews of  Dream Daddy:  
Simone de Rochefort’s review. 
Lindsay Mayhew’s review.  
Gretchen Smail’s review.  

Wednesday, October 6, 2021 
Writing About Gender and Sexuality 

Read chapter 15 (Writing About Gender) of  The World is a Text. 
Read Mia Consalvo’s “Confronting Toxic Gamer Culture: A Challenge for Feminist 
Game Studies Scholars.” (Blackboard) 

 
Monday, October 11, 2021 – FALL VACATION, NO CLASS 
 
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 
Peer Review Workshop: Critical Review Essays 

Bring a complete draft of  your critical review essay to class. 

Friday, October 15, 2021 
Draft of  “Critical Review Essay” due today by midnight. 

Monday, October 18, 2021 
Video Game Discussion: Undertale (I) 

Undertale is a game that will require about 5-7 hours to complete an entire play 
through. For today’s class, make sure that you have attempted to complete the game at 
least once. Note that this game can be incredibly difficult and challenging. If  you get 
stuck or too frustrated, you can simply watch walkthroughs that people have shared 
on YouTube. Don’t be afraid to look for help or assistance! 

 
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 
Video Game Discussion: Undertale (II) 

Make sure to replay Undertale, but try to make different choices and decisions this time 
around. You’ll be surprised with the results!  

 
Monday, October 25, 2021 
Using and Applying Critical Theory 

Read Chapter 5 (From Semiotics to Lenses) of  The World is a Text.  
Read the introduction to Jack Halberstam’s The Queer Art of  Failure. (Blackboard) 

 
Wednesday, October 27, 2021 
Queerness Beyond Representation 

Read Bo Ruberg’s “Straightwashing Undertale: Video Games and the Limits of  
LGBTQ Representation.” (Blackboard) 

https://www.polygon.com/2017/8/10/16092084/dream-daddy-game-review
https://toucharcade.com/2019/07/05/dream-daddy-review/
https://womenwriteaboutcomics.com/2017/09/on-dream-daddy-authenticity-and-games-by-queer-creators/


 
Monday, November 1, 2021 
Video Game Discussion: Hades (I) 

Make sure to play at least 3 hours of  Hades before we meet for today’s class. 
Listen to the following podcast, in which Hades’s creative director, Greg Kasavin, 
discusses the genre of  rouguelikes and narrative design. 

 
Wednesday, November 3, 2021 
Video Game Discussion: Hades (II) 

Replay Hades, paying careful attention to ideas raised in class. 
 
Monday, November 8, 2021 
Theoretical Discussion: Video Games and Queer Design 

Read Jess Marcotte’s “Queering Control(lers) Through Reflective Game Design 
Practices” (Blackboard) 
Read Evan W. Lauteria’s “Procedurally and Fictively Relevant: Exploring the 
Potential for Queer Content in Video Games.” (Blackboard) 

 
Wednesday, November 10, 2021 
Peer Review Workshop 

Make sure to bring a complete draft of  your theoretical application essay to class. 

Friday, November 12, 2021 
Draft of  "Theoretical Application Essay” due today by midnight.  
 
Monday, November 15, 2021 
Using Twine to Design Text-Based Video Games 

Prior to today’s class, make sure to download and install Twine on your laptop. You 
might also want to experiment with this application prior to the tutorial that will take 
place in today’s class. Click here to download Twine for Mac, PC, or Linux.  
Make sure to thoroughly consult Adam Hammond’s “A Total Beginner’s Guide to 
Twine 2.1.” Click here to access this guide. 

 
Wednesday, November 17, 2021 
Video Game Discussion: Night in the Woods (I) 

Make sure to play at least 3 hours of  Night in the Woods prior to today’s class. 
 
Monday, November 22, 2021 
Video Game Discussion: Night in the Woods (II) 

Make sure to replay Night in the Woods, paying careful attention to ideas that were 
raised in class. 
Read “If  anyone’s going to ruin your night, it should be you:’ Responsibility and 
Affective Materiality in Undertale and Night in the Woods.” (Blackboard) 

 
Wednesday, November 24, 2021 – THANKSGIVING VACATION, NO CLASS 
 
Monday, November 29, 2021 

https://www.gamedeveloper.com/design/roguelikes-and-narrative-design-with-i-hades-i-creative-director-greg-kasavin
https://twinery.org
http://www.adamhammond.com/twineguide/


Developing a Research Based Project on Queerness and Video Games 
Tentative: Visit to the Bowdoin Library.  
Read Chapter 8 (Researching Popular Culture Texts) from The World is a Text.  

 
Wednesday, December 1, 2021 
Meetings to Discuss Research Proposals + Progress Report 

We will not meet for class today. Instead, you will sign up for a one-on-one meeting 
with me to discuss your progress in this course and to go over your proposal for your 
final project. 

 
Monday, December 6, 2021 
Meetings to Discuss Research Proposals + Progress Report 

We will not meet for class today. Instead, you will sign up for a one-on-one meeting 
with me to discuss your progress in this course and to go over your proposal for your 
final project. 

 
Wednesday, December 8, 2021 
Last Day of  Class 

Peer review. Make sure to bring a full draft of  your video game design project to class.  
Activity: Course Index 

Friday, December 10, 2021 
Video Game Design Project due today by midnight. 

DECEMBER 15-20: FINAL EXAMS  
Portfolio Due on December 20 


